


ILE represents the highest expression of Made 
in Italy with its twenty-two Italian based 
companies producing high quality and 
premium underwear, corsetry, swimwear, 
lingerie, nightwear and knitwear.

The majority of the brands have an 
international vocation and are internationally 
well known. The aim of the consortium is to 
join forces to propose all around the world 
the best of the Italian Lingerie in a more 
effective and complete way. We propose 
a format available for dedicated shop, 
shop-in-shop, department stores corners 
where our impressive range of products 
(from corsetry to swimwear, from lingerie 
to knitwear, from underwear to nightwear) 
can be displayed in a unique, authentic 
and worldwide recognizable Italian style.

In the last few years we established 
successful partnership in a few countries 
with local distributors who now benefit a 
simplified buying and supplying activities 
through the consortium and enjoy a wide 
range of excellent, high quality and true 
made in Italy products together with a 
precise concept of display.

www.italianlingeriexport.com

The top expression 
of Italian Style

http://www.italianlingeriexport.com


BRAND MEMBERS

ANDRA

ANEMONE LINGERIE

ANNETTE LINGERIE

ARIANNA

BIKKEMBERGS by PErofIL fashIon s.r.L.

B&B - DONNA

B&B - UOMO

BOBO SETTE! by B&B

CHRISTIES

COTONELLA

DANAPISARRA

DOLCEVITA by B&B

FISICO by ChrIsTIEs

GIRARDI

IMEC by TEX ZETa

JUSTMINE

LISANZA

LUNA DI SETA by PErofIL fashIon s.r.L.

MADIVA - ARTIMAGLIA

NATYOURAL by MaGLIfICIo Po

OSCALITO by MaGLIfICIo Po

PARAH

PEPITA by GrUPPo InTIMo ITaLIano

PEROFIL FASHION S.R.L.

PIERRE MANTOUX

RAFFAELLA D’ANGELO

RITRATTI MILANO by TEX ZETa

SIèLEI by InTIMa MoDa

TATà by GrUPPo InTIMo ITaLIano

VALERY PRESTIGE

VERDIANI

VERDISSIMA by InTIMa MoDa

VIVIS by ChrIsTIEs



BaCK To MEMBErs PaGE

ANDRA LINGERIE

The company andra Lingerie was established in andria in 1963 and settled itself both on the national and international 
market with a range of sleepwear and lingerie products addressed to a target of a middle-high level.

The supplying materials used are fabrics made of polyester, jacquard and textronic laces, and embroideries, all strictly 
made in Italy as well as the production, taking place within the premises.

Its products are characterized by innovating contents, distinguished in various segments for different ranges of age. Each 
article expresses its own fitting and personal style without ignoring the importance of the price-quality ratio that is a march 
forward in the present market.

www.andralingerie.it 
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ANEMONE LINGERIE

The company is one of the most known and 
appreciated on the market for craftsman 
production of Gowns, Bed Jackets and 
night dresses for an exclusively female 
public. Tradition and innovation characterize 
anemone Lingerie’s company philosophy, 
while the research and care for its creations 
succeed in exalting feminine elegance and 
finesse, wrapping ladies in the warmth of its 
unique items, created through wise working 
on natural fibres like: pure cashmere, pure 
wool and cotton. Today, dedicated to 
creativity aiming for excellence, anemone 
Lingerie continues to put forward a unique, 
balanced style, aware of its clients’ trends 
and needs, showing its ability to respond to 
requirements linked to contemporary fashion 
without ever losing sight of the parameters of 
classical elegance.

www.anemonelingerie.it 
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ANNETTE LINGERIE

femininity, seduction, harmony: these are 
“leitmotiv” of annette Lingerie’s collections, 
a company specialized in sleepwear and 
nightwear of high quality.

soft and romantic colors, in contrast with 
brighter tones, enhance a product designed 
for a refined woman, exigent, that likes 
express her sensuality with fine fabrics, 
enriched with precious details.

for annette Lingerie seduction is in detail: chic, 
precious, exclusive, for garments confortable 
to wear, beautiful and elegant to show.

www.annettelingerie.it
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ARIANNA

The arianna style is totally manufactured into 
our tuscany’s workshop by hands of expertise 
and dedicated women having needed know-
own in the field.

Each collection, a style that encompasses 
in our products all the professonalism of 
craftmanship tuscany, with sophisticated and 
exlusive garments dedicate to elegant and 
refined customers, be created by our own 
stylists. our collection are harvest of careful 
stylistic analysis at the forefront of materials 
that are of highest quality, silk, musly, voile, 
cashemire, embellished with lace, and 
embroidery made by hand and rigorously 
made in Italy as our production is carried 
out entirely within our company where are 
specialized staff care any styles with expert 
hands step by step, this allows us to make the 
tailor-made, comfortable, and elegant.

www.ariannatuscany.it
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BIKKEMBERGS

Designed for the athletic, active man, who 
is aware of his physicality, takes care of 
his health and is obviously sexy, all items 
in the Bikkembergs underwear, beachwear 
and loungewear collection are the result of 
technical studies and research that focussed 
on the muscles of football players and 
were designed directly from their bodies 
and then adapted for universal wear. This 
perfect combination of unique, one-of-
a-kind products has been created for a 
young, confident, exhibitionist target and 
has international appeal. In January 2015 
Perofil fashion s.r.l. entered into a licensing 
agreement with the brand Dirk Bikkembergs 
for the manufacture and distribution of items 
of underwear, beachwear and loungewear.
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B&B - DONNA

a Classic style for a Modern Woman. The B&B firm is situated in Laterina, in the heart of Tuscany. The 
artisan quality of the workmanship, the textile research, that involves both the classic types and those with 
the latest trendy prints, the particular comfort of the collections and an optimal good value for money, has 
allowed B&B Creazioni Moda to continue producing in Italy and also to be constantly and increasingly 
present in the national and International Market.

simple pyjamas or dressing-gown, become night gowns. It’s a soft and refined elegant women’s collection, 
which is able to render special even a relaxing evening at home. available in all sizes.

www.creazionibandb.it
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B&B - UOMO

B&B Creazioni Moda is an artisan firm which started off in 1981 after Lorenzo Bianchi, who is still at its 
helm to date, had the idea of starting a family business. It is found in markets worldwide, it is a supplier to the 
Italian and International Cinema world and works in close contact with great brands of the Clothing Industry.

It’s a firm that has always boasted QUaLITY and MaDE In TUsCanY as its flagship and programme of work.
all B&B branded items are designed, produced, tested and packed in the firm.
The men’s B&B collection holds the combination between elegance and comfort, as its priority. 
The firm produces dressing-gown, bed jackets, pyjamas, night dresses and tracksuits.

www.creazionibandb.it
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BOBO SETTE! by B&B

The BoBo sETTE! Collection… not to be missed!
stimulated by the Men’s and Women’s Collection B&B, but particularly dedicated to the little ones.
a lively and elegant world that doesn’t let go of comfort, which distinguishes our brand’s items.

www.creazionibandb.it
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CHRISTIES

founded in 1980 in Quistello (Mantua), 
the Company has taken up the middle to 
high end of the market through the targeted 
selection of a highly specialized clientele.

The utmost care for style and fashion trends, 
the choice of premium material and the 
attention for details have guaranteed the 
rise of the Company, that has soon gained 
international recognition. With its wide-
ranging and diversified Collections, the 
Company offers high-quality, Made-in-Italy 
fashion and style products.

www.christieslingerie.it
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COTONELLA

CoTonELLa was founded in 1972 in Edolo, in the province of Brescia (northern Italy), as a 
little workshop for manufacturing underwear on behalf of other companies. over the years, the 
company has grown steadily and continues to do so owing to a combination of factors including 
the shrewd and far-sighted decisions that have established the brand’s fame, its cult for quality 
and its ongoing investment and communication policies, which have supported development. 

Today, Cotonella is an Italian leader in quality underwear and its products are distributed on all 
of the trade circuits owing to the fact that they have a wide-ranging target audience due to their 
depth of range and price. 

over the years, the company has established solidly structured, flexible and streamlined 
production management, successfully satisfying the product and service needs of an increasingly 
varied clientele. The firm’s daily production capacity, including the entire range of articles 
developed, is around 60.000 garments. 

www.cotonella.com 
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DANAPISARRA

founded in the second half of the ‘40s, the brand Dana immediately established itself as one of the finest 
Italian knit underwear manufacturers.

acquired in 1980 by the Pisarra family, which simply added their surname to the brand, it has preserved 
the artisanal aspects of the noble Italian sartorial tradition, continuing to create top quality knitwear for 
women thanks to skilled and professional craftswomen, supported by state-of-the-art precision machines, 
which have allowed to preserve to this very day the traditional care for detail, thus obtaining accurate 
and impeccable results in terms of details and finishing touches. Underwear and outerwear coexist in the 
same product, which does not renounce embroideries, precious materials, comfort and wearability. silk, 
Egyptian cotton, merino wool and cashmere for natural, anallergic and impalpable proposals.

www.danapisarra.it
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DOLCEVITA by B&B

In the DoLCEVITa Collection (a young collection of the brand B&B), we propose distinctive clothing, 
paying particular attention to detail and to a modern and glamorous style.

Ideal anywhere anytime; at night, at home, during the day and for leisure.
Every detail, from the design to the prototype, every stitch that leads to the creation of the sample, is 
thoroughly tested by qualified staff who ensure that it meets the standards required by the firm and the 
clients’ expectations.

www.creazionibandb.it
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FISICO by CHRISTIES

a brand known for attention to details, trend 
setter in the sector of beachwear, whose 
history is all contained in the biography of 
a woman in love with Italian elegance and 
with a touch 

of Brazilian femininity. Cristina ferrari, 
through a journey in Brazil, Combines the 
tailoring of Made in Italy with the sensuality 
and the colors of Brazil.

www.fisico.it
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GIRARDI

after a long experience in the stocking 
industry, dating back to 1933, Mr Domenico 
Girardi establishes “Calzificio Girardi” in 
1954.

our mission is to give life to an idea of 
absolute elegance and fashion, through 
continuous research of styles, colours, 
graphic themes and technical solutions. 

We produce all our items inside our works 
in reggio Emilia where the attention to every 
tiny detail accompanies our passion for 
hosiery.

all the production steps are followed by a 
one-by-one quality test, an accurate and 
meticulous procedure that allows very high 
quality standards.

our everyday challenge is to produce special 
articles and items of absolutely new concepts 
along with basics of extreme elegance, in 
order to meet the most sophisticated needs 
and the most difficult requests.

www.girardi.net
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IMEC - RITRATTI MILANO

by TEX ZETA

Tex Zeta is based on a history of passion and 
commitment, product ethics and clear-headed 
intuition while becoming a very Italian pole of 
excellence in corsetry, underwear, homewear 
and beachwear.

Everything started in 1936 with the 
foundation of Imec that set up the production 
of nylon underwear in the area between 
Bergamo and Lecco. since 2005, Imec has 
belonged to Tex Zeta and has incorporated 
the existing brands; in 2010, the new and 
modern headquarters are established and in 
2012, ritratti Milano brand is taken over too 
by Tex Zeta. The woman who buys a Tex Zeta 
garment is a woman who decides to choose 
and is fully aware of fashion without being 
a victim of it, she knows well how important 
details and “well-made” are.

Tex Zeta belonging brands are: Imec, ritratti 
Milano, Jaloe, franca Von Wunster and own 
“motto” is 100% Made in Italy… and not 
“Maybe” in Italy.

www.imec.it
www.ritratti.com

RITRATTI MILANO IMEC
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JUSTMINE

Justmine srl was born in 2012. a young and expert team, supported by expert with a long experience in 
the textile sector, make Justmine a vintage, romantic and feminine reality that dress women with elegance 
and sweetness.
Passion, curiosity and love for the past are the ingredients of Justmine world that every summer presents a 
revolutionary collection with Beachwear world. Its 100% Made in Italy production chain it is the expression 
of a wider philosophy. The comeback to Italian handicraft which, besides raising the economy leads to the 
creation of unique items, makes Justmine an innovative, stylish and high grade brand which never loose sight 
of the value money.

www.justmine.it
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LISANZA

In the early years of the last century Liberata Bodio 
founded the Maglificio Lisanzese, but the real change 
came in 1950 when the company initiated an 
expansion program that enabled it to enjoy important 
successes in the international marketplace.

The decision to cater to the upper end of the market, 
utilizing natural fabrics, especially silk and cotton lisle 
proved to be a winning one. The firm’s products are 
strictly made in Italy, where they are entirely produced 
in Italy, in the company’s own plants, in order to ensure 
quality and wellness. 

Exports continue to represent an important part of 
the company’s total sales; around 40% of everything 
produced is sold to other European Union countries, 
Japan and russia. 

The tradition of quality, an expression of the finest values 
of Italian fashion design, is pursued with dedication 
and passion by the founder’s descendents, with the 
fourth generation already at the helm.

www.lisanza.it
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LUNA DI SETA

Lightness and comfort, shimmer and smoothness 
to the touch make silk the queen of natural 
fabrics. and when silk of the highest quality is 
used by the Italian brand with an international 
vision, Luna di seta, the result is none other than 
excellence. The added value of the designs, 
with exquisite inserts in lace, unexpected slits 
and low necklines, and unusual asymmetry, 
create unique and inimitable styles. The Italian 
style doesn’t disappoint, transforming simple 
materials into genuine masterpieces that only 
know-how, expertise and Italian traditions are 
able to make possible. With its collection in 
100% natural silk, Luna di seta is a clear front 
runner among Italian fashion brands, which are 
admired by the whole world.

www.lunadiseta.it
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MADIVA - ARTIMAGLIA

Madiva is an historical Manufacturer established 
in 1953 specialized in the realization of 
first quality italian underwear. In the last 15 
years, MaDIVa has shifted to the Italian and 
foreign retail market launching a new brand 
arTIMaGLIa. The factory is about 8000 sqm, 
included the entire production cycle: starting 
from the weaving of the raw materials to the 
manufacture of the article, passing through the 
designer study and the meticulous check article 
by article.

our garments are absolutely Made in 
Italy, it’s a perfect example of original and 
versatile underwear and outwear. In addition 
professional, competence, service which can 
be offer only by a firm with a long experience 
in this field. a perfect union between tradition 
and innovation which can be noted concretely 
in an excellent quality price relationship.

www.madiva.it
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NATYOURAL by MAGLIFICIO PO

natyoural is a product of excellence, 100% 
Made in Italy and, most importantly, totally 
natural. a clothing brand that fulfills and 
enhances itself with a few lingerie items, 
perfectly matching the colours and fabrics of 
the knitwear collections. The fibres, the colours, 
the nature’s shapes. a sophisticated, exquisite 
modern style, at the same time essential and 
devoted in instilling quality in any detail, by 
using innovative and absolutely natural fibres 
and fabrics, sometimes dyed in imperfect, 
unique colours realized by herbal infusions. 
Contrasts made by matching different colours, 
fabrics or fibres in one single item. Knitwears 
to be worn on the skin in multiple layers where 
underwear and clothing – made by the same 
natural yarns – chase and complete each 
other, giving birth to a brand-new proposal, 
distinguished by comfort, sophistication and 
great personality.

Collections to show, to wear and most of all 
to touch, with the only aim to feel the warm 
embrace of nature on your skin.

www.natyoural.it
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OSCALITO by MAGLIFICIO PO

oscalito designs and produces underwear, 
lingerie and knitwear to wear onto the skin.

from the yarn to the finished product, each 
step of the production process is carried out 
in the company plant with the rfID technology 
applied to the hang-tag to ensures the full 
traceability of each single garment. a pure 
Made in Italy or better a pure Made in Turin. 
The decision to use only natural fibres has 
always been the mission of the company 
that has made of circular knitting machines of 
ancient tradition its cornerstone. The circular 
knitting machines produce at a reduced speed 
to enhance the characteristics of the yarn and 
give the knitted fabric the perfect balance of 
softness and elasticity. Two women’s fashion 
collections a year and a basic Men’s and 
Women’s Collection.

oscalito. from 1936 Excellence, naturality 
and Made in Italy on your skin.

www.oscalito.it 
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PARAH

founded in 1950 and quickly turned into the 
market leader in its sector, Parah is a constantly 
changing reality.

By distinguishing itself for stylistic research, high 
quality materials use and a refined attention to 
details, with a wide and assorted proposal, 
the company is the result of a well-established 
background and a creativity that looks back to 
its historical archive as an asset for creating its 
new collections. 

from Parah, Parah Impronte, Parah Man 
beachwear proposals to the utmost evocative 
and design lingerie’s creations, to be more and 
more used as outwears.

a Made in Italy reality focused on craftsmanship, 
knowledge, tradition, innovation, luxury and 
beauty, which distinguish each creation. 

www.parah.com
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GRUPPO INTIMO ITALIANO

Quality, style and Italian taste are features that 
characterise the entire offer of the Gruppo Intimo 
Italiano since 1967. There are two brands in 
Gruppo Intimo Italiano: Pepita and Tatà. 

Pepita is a brand new style, which originated 
from the desire of introducing colour and 
liveliness in homewear without giving up 
practicality and glamour. Pepita style is ironic 
and fun, but also sophisticated and trendy. 
Every year lively collections, “dedicated to 
women who want to please themselves, feeling 
a bit Lolita and bit audrey hepburn at the 
same time” are presented. nowadays Pepita 
offers total look with easywear collection and 
the night & homewear one. 

Tatà is a mix of italian style, taste and 
craftsmanship: it’s a lingerie collection that 
highlights the female side of each woman. The 
austerity of the tradition adopts the freshness 
of modern lines and details for lingerie that is 
suitable for all the women who always want 
to be sophisticated and elegant.

www.gruppointimoitaliano.com
www.pepitastyle.com
www.tatacollection.com

PEPITA TATÀ
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PEROFIL FASHION S.R.L.

from simple briefs to a comprehensive 
homewear range, through singlets, boxers, 
shirts, socks, pocket handkerchiefs, pyjamas 
and casual tops: every single item is created 
to make a man feel perfectly at ease, always 
enjoying the feel of unmatchable quality next to 
the skin. The choice of luxurious natural materials, 
the pleasing touch of finest mercerised cotton 
yarn, the cool texture of revolutionary “X-Touch” 
Micromodal, generate a sensation of all over 
freshness and wellbeing. first and foremost the 
Perofil fashion s.r.l. man is concerned with his 
own standards, never accepting the superficial 
or second rate.

The new entry is a capsule collection of 
special and innovative articles to which we 
have dedicated a new label: Perofil homme/
Wear, intended for the young, dynamic and 
cosmopolitan man who wears homme/Wear 
articles easily and interprets them during the 
various situations of the day.

Perofil homme/Wear: “no place like home”.

www.perofil.it 
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PIERRE MANTOUX

a family company founded over eighty years of the indivisible values: exclusivity, tradition, innovation and 
Made in Italy. Pierre Mantoux has transformed the use of the sock in one of the most intriguing accessories of 
the women world.

www.pierremantoux.com
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RAFFAELLA D’ANGELO

raffaela D’angelo cruise collection is rich in 
proposals for this 2017 season.

as usual, the collection is composed by three 
worlds: the print theme, the lace suggestion 
and the solid-colored part.

These three series are structured to perfectly 
match with each others to have a complete 
optimization.

This year the cruise collection is made for 
a strong woman, classy and glamour, but 
always looking for something precious and 
unconventional. Prints are graphic and 
particular, multicolor and enriched by hand 
made embellishment such as crochet flowers; 
all the thermowelding stones and crystals 
are hand made and one-by-one studied by 
qualified workers.

www.valerylingerie.it
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SIèLEI by INTIMA MODA

sièLei was born from passion for fashion, 
glamour and women: italian design and a 
huge research in terms of wearability have 
brought to success this italian brand that is 
synonym of underwear and beachwear in the 
wholesale channel for more than 10 years.

Thanks to a big effort and a constant 
research for the clients satisfaction, sièLei 
offers comfortable and seductive collections 
for very young girls, “curvy” women with 
specific needs, classic women or trendy 
ones.

Beachwear, bikinis, beach clothes, daily 
underwear or for special occasions… sièLei 
offer includes also fashion underwear next to 
basic collections available all year long.

sièLei, Intima Moda trademark, aims to 
consolidate its leadership on the italian 
market and to increase its presence abroad.

www.sielei.it 
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VALERY PRESTIGE

PrEsTIGE beachwear collection is inspired by 
the 60 Bold colors like red, blue and black 
combined with white for stylized floral prints, 
geometric and patchwork, developed in 
elegant dresses and robes.

The costumes are made in the individual 
always interchangeable prints in a “mix & 
match” innovative.

The geometric theme is enhanced with faceted 
studs, the scottish press combined with laser 
tissue.

The fabrics are: microfiber combined and 
printed, jacquard, and cannot miss in silk maxi 
stylized flower.

Precious baguette embroidery and beads 
enrich the costumes in the colors black, red 
and blue and also elegant dresses in printed 
fabrics.

www.valerylingerie.it 
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VERDIANI

Verdiani is a family business established in 
1954 in Certaldo, florence as a “Made In 
Italy” sleepwear and loungewear manufacturer.

Verdiani is a place for traditions, culture and 
innovations. from the model to the finished 
product, from cutting to sewing, each phase 
of the production’s cycle is developed and 
scrupulously followed inside our atelier in 
Tuscany.

The company designs collections for Women 
that represent a revival to authenticity and 
softness of the elegant and glamour lingerie, 
and Men with a dynamic and refined style 
throughout a range of luxury materials.

our distribution takes place by chain stores, 
individual shops, high range department stores 
and even as suppliers for hotels throughout 
Europe and asia. furthermore, we offer a 
private label service to our clients.

www.verdiani.it
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VERDISSIMA by INTIMA MODA

since its birth, Intima Moda history and essence are related to style: the ability of understanding, realizing and 
exalting it. Creating underwear and beachwear for over 4 decades does not only mean understanding the 
market changes but, mostly, all women’s desires. a constant challenge, that requires the deep knowledge of 
a universe in continuous aesthetical and socio-cultural evolution and aims at the satisfaction of every kind of 
woman.

Verdissima, Intima Moda trademark, is distributed in the retail channel with a medium-high positioning. It’s 
synonym of trendy, original, sensual, romantic and why not, funny collections covering a wide range of products 
like underwear, nightwear, beachwear and beach dresses.

www.verdissima.it 
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VIVIS by CHRISTIES

founded in 1985, the brand produces a 
high quality of silk lingerie. 

Department stores and specialized shops, 
around the world, welcome the Vivis 
Collection for its quality, its style and its wide 
range of colors.

The Vivis collection stands out for the variety 
and originality of its silk fashion, featuring a 
multiplicity of styles and types of silk for the 
modern, dynamic woman.

www.vivisintimo.it 



Via del Popolo,65
51019 Ponte Buggianese (PT)

info@italianlingeriexport.com
www.italianlingeriexport.com

Barbara agrestini: +39 327 3655872
francesca Lorenzini: +39 349 5111357

http://www.italianlingeriexport.com

